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Looking for the best young talent in the art world? Look no further. We've brought together a talented group of emerging artists who are already making names for themselves. Within this group you'll find many students and graduates of top schools like the Academy of Art University in San Francisco, as well as the Florence Academy of Art and the Angel Academy in Italy. You'll also find styles ranging from traditional to contemporary and subjects ranging from figures to still lifes. Finally, you'll find an equal dose of wisdom and humor—and we think you'll find yourself impressed.
BARRY CARTER
Texas

Art Education: I am an art major at Texas Christian University, studying painting. I have also attended Johnnie Lilledahl's oil painting workshop; the Western Art Academy three-week workshop in Kerrville, TX; and a four-day workshop with Dalhart Windberg.

Style: Contemporary realism.

Creative Spark: I love exploring a subject that radiates emotion, whether it be through strong lighting and contrast, vibrant colors, expressive brush strokes, or merely the expression upon the subject's facial features that strikes a chord with the audience.

Second-Choice Career: I'd really love to be a quarterback in the National Football League.

Other Passions: Music in general.

I can't ever stop writing, singing, or listening to music. I play the piano, guitar, and drums to pass the time when I'm not painting. I also love being in the gym.

One Thing Most People Don't Know About You: I'm going to a studio soon to record some of my written music.

Best Advice Received: Success is 10 percent talent; the other 90 percent is perseverance.

Biggest Fear: Spiders, scorpions, snakes, or anything that could be considered a creepy crawler. Oh, and flying bugs, too.

Mantra or Motto You Live By: As you sow, so shall you reap.

Price Range: $500 to $5,000.

Representation: Southwest Gallery, Dallas, TX.

Solemnity, oil, 20 x 16.

ANNA ROSE BAIN
Texas

Art Education: I earned a bachelor's in art from Hillsdale College in Hillsdale, MI. Between my junior and senior years of college, I took a summer course in figure painting at the Florence Academy of Art.

Style: I do a lot of alla prima work because it is an exciting challenge, but regardless of the size or subject matter, I work quickly, using a direct approach to my paintings. I sometimes incorporate classical techniques. I enjoy detail and often take my work to a tighter finish.

Creative Spark: I am inspired by value patterns, interesting poses, and beautiful lighting situations.

Other Passions: I have played classical piano since I was 8 and enjoy the balance that music brings to my art-saturated life. My husband, Steve, and I absolutely love to travel together. We also enjoy hiking, fishing, downhill skiing, wine-tasting, discovering obscure folk music, and playing nerdy board games like Settlers of Catan or Scrabble.

Price Range: $575 to $15,000.

Representation: Weiler House Fine Art Gallery, Fort Worth, TX.

Figure With Chartreuse Scarf, oil, 20 x 16.